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Election?
What Election?
The inexorable rise and rise of the UK
construction industry continues unabated
and seemingly unencumbered by a
General Election that has the potential to
change everything. The Builders’
Conference CEO Neil Edwards reports on
a record month for new contract awards.

Received wisdom is that in the run up
to a General Election, the UK
construction industry goes into a
voluntary stasis, battens down the
hatches, sits on its hands and waits for
Westminster to sound the all-clear
signal. This time around, however, it
appears that the industry didn’t get

the “sit on your hands” memo.
Whether this is because the industry
refuses to be budged from its postrecessionary recovery plan or
because UK politics has become an
embarrassing sideshow is hard to tell.
One thing’s for sure though. The UK
construction industry is not for turning.

During March 2015, the sector
burst through the £6 billion monthly
contract awards total for the first
time since the BCLive league table
was formed. This in turn pushed
the running year total north of the
£50 billion mark for the first time
and ensured that the first quarter of
2015 was more than 47 percent
up on the same period in 2014.
Furthermore, each of the Top 14
companies in this month’s BCLive
league table secured in excess of
£100 million of new work during
March. Say what you like about
the coalition government but if the
nation voted purely on the
construction industry’s current
position, Messrs Cameron and
Clegg would not be requiring a
removal van any time soon.
Leading the charge this month was
Laing O’Rourke which bagged five
major contracts for a combined
monthly total of almost £713
million and to claim the BCLive
league table winner’s trophy for
March. This impressive monthly
haul included a £440 million
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Generation
Rent
House price
affordability damning
for young aspiring
homeowners, notes
leading property
entrepreneur.

contract for the construction of the
Westgate Shopping Centre in
Oxford and a £171 million
contract for the modernisation of the
Davyhulme water treatment works in
Manchester.
Balfour Beatty landed 13 new
contracts and number two spot on
the BCLive table. Key among
those contracts was a major
housing development at the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park valued at
£200 million. Interserve claimed
the number three position thanks in
no small way to a £150 million
contract award for a new biofuel
plant in South Yorkshire.
Maintaining its reputation for
winning multiple contracts, Morgan
Sindall picked up 29 new awards
worth a combined total of £219
million which elevated the company
to number five on the monthly
countdown.
Whether this euphoria will extend
beyond 7 May and the subsequent
political fallout remains to be seen.
Tenders for the post-election period
currently appear stable, although
Labour’s stated aim to push the
HS2 project into the sidings could
impact industry confidence if
Ed Miliband lands the keys to
Number 10.
But, for the time being, UK
construction is the good news story
of the moment; so prepare to see
endless media images of politicians
in pristine hard hats and high vis’
vests claiming our success as their
own between now and polling day.

The UK’s economy
may be improving,
but young people
remain isolated in the
property market, says
Will Davies
Some experts believe developers in
London are so focused on the
housing boom and taking advantage
of the rising costs of property sales,
there is little focus on getting the
younger to generation to afford to
buy homes, according to
aspect.co.uk’s MD Will Davies.
Latest reports from the Department
for Communities and Local
Government show that home
ownership in England fell to its
lowest level in 30 years in 2014
while the number of those renting
has risen to record levels.
Meanwhile, many young people live
with their parents until they’re
beyond 30 as they cannot afford to
buy houses. Campaigners claim that
home ownership will soon be just for
the ‘old and rich’.

According to Davies, the
government is still piling on the
problems for young people, who
already lack motivation and skills to
get a job, and therefore part of
‘Generation Rent’ where too many
of them are renting and not buying.
“Youth unemployment is still too
high, and those young people who
have jobs, simply cannot afford to
buy a house in this current climate,”
Davies says. “They can’t get on the
property ladder as low value
housing is not being built and they
can’t afford higher value properties.
There is a skills shortage, too few
jobs for too many people. If we
take an ‘I’m alright Jack’ attitude
then we will have a major problem
in a few years’ time with a
generation who are untrained,
unskilled and demotivated.”

Ten Miles Wide,
One Inch Deep
The UK Government might be using a
veritable barrage of sledgehammers to
crack the skills shortage nut, but it is
having little effect in construction land.

THE INSIDER
I was fortunate enough to attend a
conference recently entitled “Skills
for Profit”. Hosted by the
Construction Equipment
Association, it was attended by the
great and the good of UK industry
including representatives of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
the Royal Academy of Engineering,
Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills together with
the likes of JCB and Caterpillar.
Together, they presented a united
front with a single focus – To
overcome the skills
shortage with a targeted
series of training and
recruitment initiatives.

The event was both well organised
and well-attended with several
exceptionally good and insightful guest
speakers. But the one thing that I took
away from the conference was a figure
that still boggles the mind as I recount
it. One of the speakers was talking
about the number of governmentbacked initiatives currently in place to
tackle the UK’s looming skills shortage.
How many do you think there are? A
dozen? 50? A hundred? In fact,
there are more than 700 live schemes
designed to get people of all ages into
or back into work.

SEVEN HUNDRED!
I don’t know about you but I can’t keep
track of my 47 friends on Facebook,
even the ones that send me ceaseless
requests to play Candy Crush with
them. I cannot even name the current
England football squad (although,
oddly, I can easily name the team that
won the World Cup in 1966). So
what chance do I, my fellow employers
or would-be employees have of
comprehending 700+ schemes; each
with its own set of rules and entry
criterion; each contained within its own
regulatory and financial silo.

Of course, the coalition government
claims that it has created 1,000 jobs
every day since it stumbled into power.
Indeed, the latest figures from the
Office for National Statistics has just
confirmed that employment rates are at
their highest level since records began.
But this will be of scant consolation to
anyone in the construction industry that
is struggling to find sufficient and
suitable skilled workers to help satisfy
increased workloads. The postrecession upturn has been swift and it
has been unrelenting. If it is to continue
after the General Election, more focused
action targeted solely at the construction
industry – the very sector that has led the
country back into the black – will
unquestionably be required.
Alternatively, while Messrs Cameron,
Clegg and Miliband – always so keen
to don a hard hat whenever there’s a
camera within sight – should be handed
some tools while they’re on site. The
industry could do with their help and –
let’s face it – it would be nice to see
them doing some real work for once.

The Insider

Oil Debt and
Deflation
For many of the world’s
economies, 2014 didn’t quite live
up to its early promise. It was
billed as the year in which the
balance of global growth would
shift back towards the advanced
economies as they finally started
to shake off the hangover from the
financial crisis. But while some
countries, notably the United
States and Britain, achieved
decent rates of economic growth
and healthy job creation, for
others the year turned out to be a
big disappointment.
The fragile recovery in the Eurozone
stalled in the summer, and in Japan it
became ever more apparent that the
arrows of ‘Abenomics’ were falling
short of their targets as the economy
once again fell back into recession.
Elsewhere, China is struggling to
make the transition from export- and
investment-led growth towards a
greater focus on spending by
households and the government, while
in Brazil the staging of the 2014 FIFA
World Cup coincided with the host
economy entering a mild recession.
The upshot of all this is that the interest
rates set by the world’s major central
banks remain at rock bottom, global
trade is still stuck in the doldrums, and

Anyone that thought the global economy
was out of the recessionary woods should
think again, according to HSBC’s head of
economics, Mark Berrisford-Smith

the risk of a dangerous bout of
deflation has become more acute.
Against this background, sentiment in
financial markets has become more
volatile, with periodic bouts of
turbulence needing to be calmed by
soothing words from central banks to
the effect that they are in no hurry to
start raising interest rates.
Once the statisticians have totted up
the numbers, the world economy is
likely to have expanded by a
lacklustre 2.4 percent in 2014,
meaning that it has been stuck in a rut
for three years now. Unfortunately,
2015 isn’t shaping up to be much
better.
Oil price shock
The big unforeseen development of
2014 was the plunge in the price of
crude oil. The worries about
geopolitical risks and supply shortages
which kept the price of Brent crude at
around $115 a barrel in the early
months of 2014 suddenly gave way

to a glut, with the changing balance
between supply and demand being
exacerbated by a fight for market
share among major producers.
Having fallen by a half, the price is
suddenly back where it was in the
early months of 2009 at the height of
the global recession. On that
occasion it soon retraced some of the
lost ground, and it is worth
remembering that commodity prices,
like those of financial assets, have a
habit of over-shooting.
Yet even if the price of oil doesn’t stick
at the sub-$50 a barrel for Brent
crude reached in early January, it is
unlikely to climb back to where it was
a year ago without help from another
bout of geopolitical turmoil. The
disquieting aspect of the oil price
plunge is that it has been partly
caused by the weakness of large parts
of the global economy, which means
that forecasts of demand have been
progressively scaled down.
It goes without saying that in the
longer term, market fundamentals

could shift back in favour of the
producers, especially if today’s lower
prices help to stimulate faster
economic growth. Nonetheless, the
recent price plunge can be seen as a
fundamental realignment of the
market. This realignment in part
reflects the realization that growth
rates in China and other large
emerging economies aren’t going to
be as fast as was once expected,
while supplies have been boosted by
production from unconventional oil
resources (‘tight oil’) in North America.
Oil matters less
Back in 1986 a similar collapse in
the price of oil led to a marked
acceleration in global economic
growth. In the UK it ushered in the
so-called ‘yuppie boom’, which saw
GDP surge by more than 5 percent
in two successive years. But the
effect this time around is likely to be
more muted. To start with, oil simply
doesn’t matter in the way that it used
to. In the past forty years, advanced
economies have become much less
energy-intensive. Not only is energy
used much more efficiently, but the
structure of economic activity has
changed radically with manufacturing
industries making way for services.
On top of that, the ability of the
global economy to respond to lower
oil prices is currently being blunted
by the aftermath of the financial crisis.

Levels of indebtedness remain high,
with reductions in household and
corporate debt in some advanced
economies being offset by the higher
indebtedness of governments and an
increase in leverage in many
emerging economies. At the same
time, policymakers around the world
are becoming more concerned about
falling rates of inflation, and in some
cases a move into deflation. The
disinflation that arises from falling oil

A high burden of debt can inhibit
the impulse to consume; weak
demand puts downward pressure on
inflation; very low inflation rates, and
worse still deflation, make
debt burdens harder to shift

prices is a good thing. The problem
is that inflation rates were already
easing before the oil price
collapsed. There is an unhelpful
cycle at work here: a high burden of
debt can inhibit the impulse to
consume; weak demand puts
downward pressure on inflation; very
low inflation rates, and worse still
deflation, make debt burdens harder
to shift. Ultimately, entrenched
deflation of the sort suffered by
Japan since the late 1990s is a
recipe for economic stagnation as
the burden of household, corporate,
and government debt becomes ever
more onerous.
In the 1980s policymakers were
able to respond to lower oil prices
and the easing of inflation rates by
loosening monetary policy. Given
the mess that eventually ensued, they
probably overdid it. This time around
their options are more limited,
because interest rates are already
close to zero in most major
advanced economies.
In Britain and the United States,
whose economies are well on the
way to using up their spare

capacity, lower inflation rates will
merely persuade the central banks to
sit on their hands for rather longer
than would otherwise have been the
case. Both the US Federal Reserve
and the Bank of England will want to
be fairly sure that the inflation trough
has passed before they start raising
interest rates. HSBC now expects
that the Federal Reserve will start to
increase rates in September, with the
Bank of England following suit early
in 2016. But the situation is more
acute in the Euro Area where the
headline inflation rate turned
negative In December, and is not
expected to return to positive territory
until the end of the year. A decision
to deploy more unconventional
monetary firepower in the form of
purchases of government bonds is
expected imminently, notwithstanding
that this will be highly controversial,
especially in Germany.
Another lacklustre year
The result is that even with the
stimulus from lower oil prices, 2015
is likely to be another lacklustre year
for the global economy. Although
Britain and America are both
expected to notch up growth of 2-3
percent again (with the US leading
the way this time around), the
Eurozone is slated to expand by
slightly under 1 percent. In the
emerging world, large importers of
oil, such as Turkey and India, should
do relatively well. But growth
expectations for many other countries
have been scaled back. The crisis in
Russia means that its economy is
forecast to shrink by 3 percent this
year, while the commodity producers
of Latin America will also be hit
hard, with Brazil flat-lining and
Argentina’s economy forecast to
contract by 2 percent. Meanwhile,
the Chinese authorities are grappling
with structural reforms and a property
market correction, and growth is
likely to come in closer to 7 percent
than 8 percent.
The pace of global growth is
therefore expected to quicken only
slightly to a still-anaemic 2.6 percent
in 2015. It remains stuck in the rut,

symptomatic of the fact that the
healing process from the financial
crisis is still far from over.
In view of the heightened volatility in
financial markets during recent
months and the weakness of demand
in many parts of the world, most
changes to growth forecasts since
our previous quarterly update are in
a downward direction. Growth of
emerging economies in 2015 is now
expected to come in at 4.1 percent,
representing a hefty scaling back
from the previous forecast of 4.9
percent. While the projection of 1.9
percent growth for the advanced
economies has been left unchanged,
there have been some tweaks at the
country level, with an upgrading of
growth expectations for the US being
offset by modest downgrades to the
outlooks for the UK and Japan.
Against this background, interest
rates are expected to remain lower
for longer, while the dollar will
continue to strengthen.
The US – back in the
driving seat
With the Eurozone and Japan
struggling to establish sustainable

recoveries, and with the prospects
for many emerging economies
looking less buoyant than they did a
few years ago, the United States is
now back at centre- stage. The
recovery in the USA has been
relatively robust, so that GDP is now
some 8 percent above the prerecession peak. Looking forward to
2015, America is in a better
position than most other advanced
economies to benefit from the
halving of oil prices. Not only is
gasoline taxed less heavily than in
most other countries, which means
that more of the price fall will be
passed on to end-users, but both
households and corporates have
been able to deleverage. It won’t
quite be a return to the days when
the United States was ‘the consumer
of last resort’, but there will certainly
be scope for households to boost
their consumption.
China – a change of tack
by the PBOC
The Chinese economy continues to
grow at a rate that is rapid by
comparison with almost everybody
else, but which is markedly slower
than was the case just three or four

years ago. With the annual rate of
consumer price inflation standing at
just 1.5 percent in December, the
impact of slowing real growth is
being compounded by an even
faster deceleration of nominal
growth. This is significant for an
economy where private sector
indebtedness has increased rapidly
in recent years.
While this disinflation, as elsewhere,
is in part a consequence of falling
oil prices, it also reflects weaker
domestic demand, with households
spending more cautiously now that
the expectation of ever-increasing
property prices has been disavowed
and as the pace of business
investment eases. Against a
background of low inflation, slowing
growth of manufacturing output and
business fixed investment, and an
economy whose overall annual
growth rate is running at nearer to 7
percent than 8 percent, the People’s
Bank of China (PBOC) decided to
alter tack on 21st November,
implementing a cut of 40 basis
points in its lending rate and of 25
basis points in its benchmark deposit
rate. With clear signs of further
slowing in recent months, HSBC
believes that further monetary
loosening will be needed in 2015,
and so expects two further cuts of
25 basis points in the benchmark
lending rate.

One of the key factors in
bringing the Eurozone once more to the
brink of recession was the loss of
confidence by German businesses in the
wake of the Ukraine crisis

The Euro Area – avoiding
recession (just)

in the fourth quarter, as against 52.8 in
the preceding three months.

The Eurozone economy has just about
managed to keep clear of the
recessionary rocks. The fears of another
contraction, which were rife a few
months ago, have so far proved overly
pessimistic. GDP expanded by a
modest 0.2 percent in the third quarter,
with the results of the Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) surveys for
subsequent months pointing to further
growth – albeit at a similarly muted
pace – in the final quarter. The
composite reading, which combines
the results from the manufacturing and
service sector surveys, averaged 51.5

One of the key factors in bringing the
Eurozone once more to the brink of
recession was the loss of confidence
by German businesses in the wake of
the Ukraine crisis. With many capital
projects being postponed, output
contracted marginally in the second
quarter. For 2014 as a whole, the
German economy expanded by a
modest 1.5 percent, and that thanks
largely to a very strong start to the
year. The good news is that the
surveys of business sentiment appear
to have troughed, while household
spending has held up well as the
economy has continued to create
jobs. Meanwhile, with France and
Italy still inhabiting the twilight zone
between negligible growth and mild
recession, Spain has taken on the
mantle of the Eurozone’s second
growth engine, with GDP expanding
by 0.5 percent in the third quarter,
and likely to have registered full-year
growth for 2014 of 1.3 percent.

With France and Italy still
inhabiting the twilight zone
between negligible growth and mild
recession, Spain has taken on the
mantle of the Eurozone’s
second growth engine

The Eurozone’s recovery should gather
a little momentum in the opening
months of 2015 as the single currency
continues to lose ground against the
dollar, which should make life easier for
exporters. Moreover, with the annual
rate of inflation having turned negative,
real incomes will expand, although the
boost to spending power will be

tempered by the stubbornly-high rate
of unemployment, which is currently
stuck at 11.5 percent. The upshot is
that the pace of growth will remain
sluggish, with GDP forecast to expand
by just 0.9 percent, almost identical to
last year, with Germany and Spain
once again leading the way.
Britain – an end to the
income squeeze
In the UK’s case, the fall in oil prices
has come at just the right time. For
more than six years, real wages have
been falling, which is to say that the
amount people receive in their pay
packets has not kept pace with the
rising cost of goods and services. With
the real value of wages having
declined by around 8 percent, nothing
like this has been seen in the statistical
record, either in terms of severity or
duration, not even in the depression of
the 1930s or the chaos of the 1970s.
While falling real wages have

undoubtedly been a factor in the
resilience of the UK’s labour market
during the past few years, helping to
drive employment to a record level, it
has left the economic recovery on shaky
foundations. But towards the end of last
year, growth of real wages finally
returned to positive territory, thanks to a
gradual acceleration of earnings
growth and tumbling inflation. And the
gap will get bigger in the months
ahead, with HSBC now expecting the
annual rate of consumer price inflation
to trough at zero, and to average just
0.2 percent during 2015.
In any case, consumers have already
been making hay. After a brief lull in
the summer, the run-up to Christmas
saw buoyant growth of retail spending,
with the volume of goods sold
(excluding petrol) in the three months to
November being up by 4.7 percent
over the same months of 2013.
Indeed, the month of November saw
annual volume growth of 6.9 percent,

boosted by the adoption of the
American ‘Black Friday’ concept, which
was the strongest increase since the
halcyon pre-recession days of 2004.
Meanwhile, the relentless pressure on
pricing is borne out by a fall of 2.0
percent in the cost of goods bought
from shops in the year to November,
with food prices down by 1.0 percent
amid structural upheavals in the
supermarket sector. The demand for
new cars has also remained strong,
boosted by innovative finance deals.
New car registrations during 2014
rose to 2.48 million, an increase of
9.3 percent on the previous year and
the highest annual total since 2004.
But as has often been the way, the
UK’s economy remains deeply
unbalanced. Spending by
households seems to have stepped
up a gear in recent months, but other
parts of the economy sho signs of
flagging. Although the figures for
December are not in yet it looks as if

industrial production was flat in the
fourth quarter, with increasing
production of manufactures only just
keeping pace with the slump in oil
and gas extraction, while
construction output is on course for
a contraction of 2 percent. Survey
measures of activity have also
softened, with the composite PMI
averaging 56.2 in the fourth
quarter, as against 58.5 in the
previous three months.
The pace of job creation also
faltered towards the end of last
year, just as it has gathered
momentum in the USA. The headline
unemployment rate has been stuck
at 6.0 percent for the past few
months, after a period of rapid
decline extending back to the
summer of 2013, with the number
of people out of work falling by a
modest 66,000 in the three months
to October.
It therefore seems likely that the pace
of economic growth slowed a touch
in the fourth quarter, with the initial
release of the figures, due on 27th
January, expected to show growth of
0.6 percent. This would still make for
a year of healthy expansion for the
British economy, with GDP for 2014
as a whole expanding by 2.6
percent. This is some way short of
the 3.0 percent figure which was
forecast for most of last year, and
reflects another slew of revisions to
past data by the Office for National
Statistics. The upshot of these
adjustments is that the economy is
now reckoned to have expanded by
4.6 percent during the present
recovery phase, which began in the
first quarter of 2013, as against a
previous reckoning of 5.1 percent.
Yet even with this downward revision
the UK still outpaced all the other G7
major industrialised economies,
though going into 2015 the USA is
now looking the most buoyant.
The unbalanced nature of the UK’s
recovery is evident primarily from the
yawning twin deficits: a budgetary
shortfall for the government
equivalent to around 5 percent of

GDP and a shortfall of similar
magnitude on Britain’s transactions
with the rest of the world. The current
account deficit widened to £27
billion in the third quarter of 2014,
equivalent to 6 percent of GDP, a
level at which alarm bells usually
start to sound for foreign investors.
Indeed, the recent slide in the value
of the pound against the dollar may
reflect not just the greenback’s newfound strength but also concerns
about the UK’s balance of payments
and its budget deficit.
The twin deficits are to some extent
two sides of the same coin, with a
sizeable chunk of the government’s
shortfall being financed by purchases
of gilts by foreign investors. Should
those investors take fright, maybe in
the wake of an inconclusive general
election or at the prospect of the UK
leaving the EU after a referendum in
2017, then sterling could come
under serious pressure.
But not all the balance of payments
news is bad. The recent deterioration
is largely the result of adverse
movement in the balance on primary
income, which reflects the flows of
interest and dividend payments on
foreign direct investments. It seems
that British investors are doing much
less well from their overseas holdings
than foreigners are doing from their
interests in the UK. On the plus side,

the surplus on trade in services
reached £22.9 billion in the third
quarter of last year, equivalent to
5.1 percent of GDP, and the biggest
surplus since records began in
1955. With lower oil prices likely to
knock £3-5 billion off the goods
deficit in coming quarters, the visible
deficit, that is the overall balance on
trade in goods and services, can be
expected to narrow.
There are some downsides to lower
oil prices. The UK’s oil sector, which
provides equipment and expertise
around the world, will feel a distinct
chilling, while the Bank of England’s
latest Financial Stability Report
highlighted the potential risks faced
by banks through their exposure to
the energy sector. But in overall
terms, a reduction of a half in the
price of oil will deliver a mild
stimulus to the UK and to other net
oil-importing economies. In the
words of Mark Carney it is
‘unambiguously net positive’. HSBC
is still expecting a modest slowdown
in the pace of economic growth,
with GDP forecast to expand by 2.4
percent in 2015, compared with a
likely out-turn of 2.6 percent for last
year. But lower oil prices now offers
some upside potential to the outlook,
with much depending on the extent
to which it also spurs a more
meaningful recovery in the UK’s key
trading partners in the Euro Area.

There are some downsides
to lower oil prices. The UK’s oil
sector, which provides equipment and
expertise around the world, will feel
a distinct chilling

Britain’s Political
Logjam
Ahead of what is looking
increasingly likely to be an
inconclusive General Election,
Mark Berrisford-Smith, Head
of Economics, UK Commercial
Banking HSBC Bank plc,
analyses the likely impact.

After the electoral drubbing that they
are likely to suffer having governed
in coalition with the Conservatives, the Lib
Dems are bound to be wary about entering
into another formal agreement

two large parties
captured bigger
shares of the vote,
If recent opinion polls are anything
a lead of seven
percentage points
to go by, the general election
would have
resulted in a
which takes place on 7th May will
thumping majority.
again produce a so-called ’hung
But in 2010 the
Conservatives still
parliament’, with no single political
found themselves
20 seats short.
party commanding an overall
The polls now
show both parties
majority in the House of Commons.
running neck and
Before 2010, there hadn’t been a
neck at 32-34
percent each. On
hung parliament since 1974, and
this basis the
various models
before that not since 1923.
produce outcomes
in terms of seats
which have both
major parties winning
less than 300 seats. Technically, 326
While other countries with more
MPs are needed for an overall
proportional voting systems are used
parliamentary majority, but in
to governments being formed from
practice 340-plus might be needed
two or more parties, such
to sustain a government for a full term
arrangements are not the norm in the
UK, where all governments between
the ending of the Second World War
and 2010 were formed by a single
political party.
More Strangled Than Hung
Of course, it’s quite possible that the
election campaign will produce a
sufficient shift in opinion that
deadlock can be avoided. It’s also
possible that the stronger
performance of smaller parties, in
particular UKIP, the Greens, and the
SNP, will disrupt the distribution of
votes in individual constituencies to
the extent that the traditional models
which translate vote shares into seats
prove unreliable. But as things stand,
and assuming that the models work
reasonably well, the UK is heading
for a House of Commons which will
be even more hung than it was last
time around.
In the 2010 general election the
Conservatives garnered 36 percent
of votes, while Labour took 29
percent. In times gone by when the

through the inevitable losses at byelections.
Last time around such a deeply hung
outcome wouldn’t have mattered,
because the Liberal Democrats took
23 percent of the vote and won 57
seats. So, even if the two big parties
had only won around 275 seats a
deal with the Lib Dems is all that
would have been needed to get them
into power.

Coalition Partners Punished
But the British electorate seem to
apply a harsh judgement to small
parties which play a junior role in
coalitions or pacts. The Liberals
suffered at the 1979 election, having
supported a Labour government
which had seen its small majority
eaten away through by-election
defeats. This time, the polls suggest
that the Lib Dems will receive only
about 8 percent of votes, with many
supporters having deserted them for
the Greens. The Lib Dems are
notoriously good at holding onto
seats in various clusters up and down
the country, so the model projections
still have them winning 20-25 seats.
But that won’t be any use to the big
parties, if they can’t get to 300. In
any case, after the electoral drubbing
that they are likely to suffer having
governed in coalition with the
Conservatives, the Lib Dems are
bound to be wary about entering into
another formal agreement.
The models
suggest that, if
both major
parties fall short
of 300 MPs,
only the SNP
will win enough
seats to be able
to haul one of
them over the
finish line. The
SNP is expected
to make
sweeping gains
across Scotland,
mainly at the
expense of
Labour, with the
models projecting that they will win
more seats than the Lib Dems. It is
almost inconceivable that the SNP
would be willing to work with the
Conservatives, which leaves a
Labour/SNP alliance as the only
potential option to resolve a deeply
hung parliament.
A deal along these lines would,
however, prove highly controversial
in some quarters. There would likely

Although the two big parties
may, between them, take a
similar share of the vote as they did
in 2010, the key difference this
time seems likely to be the
fragmentation of the vote
among the smaller parties

be a furore if a Labour government
was kept in power by the votes of
SNP MPs, who have adhered to a
long-standing practice of not voting
on ‘English’ matters. Nicola Sturgeon
has recently announced a change to
this policy, on the basis that many
seemingly English-only issues have an
indirect impact on Scotland. An
alliance with Labour would therefore
raise considerable practical and

constitutional issues, including
whether Labour could govern without
a parliamentary majority on those
‘English’ matters that the SNP didn’t
want to vote on.
The only remaining option would be
a so-called ‘grand coalition’ between
Labour and the Conservatives. Such
an outcome is near-unthinkable to
both the electorate and the political

establishment, with nothing like it
having been done since World War
II. But such coalitions are regularly put
together in other countries, notably in
Germany, where Angela Merkel’s
Christian Democrats are in
government, and not for the first time,
with the Social Democrats. If it can
be made to work in Germany, why
not in the UK? Such an arrangement
wouldn’t necessarily have to last for a
full five-year term, but could be
agreed to on the basis of a fresh
election being fought after say, two
or three years.
Fragmentation of the Fringe
Although the two big parties may,
between them, take a similar share of
the vote as they did in 2010, the key
difference this time seems likely to be
the fragmentation of the vote among
the smaller parties. This election is
therefore set to see four of the smaller
parties – the Lib Dems, UKIP, the
Greens, and the SNP – all
winning more than 5 percent of
the national vote. But under
Britain’s ‘first past the post’
system, that doesn’t
necessarily translate into
seats. A party could

gain 15 percent of votes in every
constituency, but end up with no seats.
Parties need to cluster their votes, as
Labour does in northern cities, as the
Tories do in the southern shires, and
as the Lib Dems do in the South
West. So unless they can develop
‘heartlands’, it is unlikely that UKIP
and the Greens will have more than
half a dozen MPs between them.
They will therefore prove a disruptive
force at constituency level, influencing
the results in many places. But only if
one of the big parties is very close to
an overall majority will they feature in
the post-election power games.
The bottom line is that there is a
significant probability that the next UK
government will be a minority
administration, which will be
dependent on tacit arrangements with
other parties to sustain itself in office,
with the prospect of another general
election being called either later this
year or early in 2016.
Haunted by the 1970s
There are plenty of countries where
weak or short-lived governments are
commonplace: Italy has gotten
through more than 60 administrations
since 1945, with only one lasting for
a full term; Belgium was run by a
caretaker administration for nearly
two years after an indecisive election
in 2010; and even in Germany,
usually renowned for its efficiency,
putting a government together
often takes a few months.
Yet in Britain’s case, the business
community and the financial markets
are liable to fret at the prospect of an
inconclusive outcome. The perception
seems to be that having held a
general election on a Thursday, by
Friday afternoon we should expect
either be ‘business as usual’, or
removal vans outside No. 10.
This nervousness stems in part from
the experience of the mid-1970s,
when the inconclusive election of
February 1974 was followed by
another one just eight months later.
For any of today’s politicians thinking
in terms of fighting a quick second

Although progress has been
much slower than was
promised by the coalition when it
took office, the UK has eventually
delivered robust economic growth,
and is reckoned to be one of the best
places in the world to
invest and do business

election, the experience of 1974
offers a salutary lesson. The result of
the October poll was hardly any
different from the one held in
February. Labour just managed to
scrape a majority, but it had
evaporated by the spring of 1977,
necessitating a pact with the Liberals.
This period of weak government
coincided with the aftermath of the
first oil shock, rampant inflation
(which peaked at 26 percent), and
widespread industrial unrest.
There is an understandable concern
that, with a decent economic
recovery having finally gotten under
way, another period of weak
government could upset the
applecart. In this context, the worries
are less about the political hue of
whichever administration which
emerges after the election, and much
more about whether a stable
government of any colour can be
achieved.
Heading for a Hung
Parliament?
Britain finds itself especially
vulnerable to the prospect of an
unstable government on account of its
twin fiscal and current account
deficits, both of which are currently

running at 5-6 percent of GDP. Were
it not for these, a hung parliament
might be shrugged off as a mere
inconvenience rather than a risk to
ongoing recovery. The UK has got
away with running these large deficits
because governments have been able
to convince the markets that they have
a clear strategy to put the public
finances back in order. Although
progress has been much slower than
was promised by the coalition when
it took office, the UK has eventually
delivered robust economic growth,
and is reckoned to be one of the
best places in the world to invest and
do business. Moreover, investors
have faith in the policy-making
framework, with an independent
Bank of England responsible for
monetary policy and financial
stability, and the independent Office
for Budget Responsibility in charge of
the fiscal arithmetic.
A weak and ineffectual government
could put that confidence at risk.
Multinationals might postpone
investment decisions or choose to
locate elsewhere; smaller businesses
might simply put their expansion plans
on hold; foreign investors could
choose to offload their holdings of UK
financial assets, which would cause
prices for equities and bonds and the

exchange rate to fall. One
unwelcome consequence of such a
scenario is that the government’s
borrowing costs would rise, thereby
undermining the OBR’s forecast for the
trajectory of the budget deficit.
Yet fears of a rout of British financial
assets are prone to be overdone. After
all, all the major political parties accept
the need to get the budget deficit
down. Their disagreements are about
timing and the split between spending
cuts and tax increases. Only the SNP is
avowedly anti-austerity. Even a minority
administration should therefore be able
to present plans that would match
Labour’s commitment to achieve a
balanced current budget by the end of
the next parliament in 2019-20.

According to the
Institute for Fiscal
Studies (IFS),
Labour’s commitment
implies further tax
increases or
spending cuts of just
£7 billion after
2015/16, whereas
the plans by the
Conservatives to
balance the overall
budget would imply
consolidation of £33
billion. In this context
it is worth noting that
the fiscal arithmetic
presented by the coalition
government in last December’s
Autumn Statement was more austere
than even the Conservatives
proposals, implying fiscal
consolidation after 2015/16 of
more than £50 billion. It remains to
be seen whether these sums will be
recast in next week’s Budget, and
how the updated forecasts by the
Office for Budget Responsibility will
be translated into manifesto
commitments.

bothering the business community and
the financial markets. Even if there is a
clear outcome, their reaction might not
follow the traditional script. It is
generally assumed that investors prefer
a Conservative administration,
although since the mid-1990s the
differences between the two main
parties have been sufficiently narrow
that elections haven’t triggered bouts
of market jitters.

Another referendum?

May’s general election therefor
poses two risks: first, that a deeply
hung parliament results in a minority
government and the likelihood of
another election in the next year or
so; and second, that further
uncertainty might arise from the
prospect of a referendum on EU
membership. In both cases, the
likelihood of the recovery fizzling out
altogether is very small, and would
require other simultaneous adverse
events, such as the Ukraine crisis
flaring up again or a messy exit of
Greece from the Eurozone. Much
more likely is that these outcomes
produce temporary volatility in
financial markets, with some loss of
confidence by businesses
contemplating investment plans.
The economic environment in the UK
has been transformed since the
chaotic days of the 1970s, so that
on their own the political risks
arising from the upcoming general
election are not game-changing
issues for the economy.

In any case, the concern about the
outcome of May’s election is only
one, and perhaps not even the
biggest, source of uncertainty

Not only is the business
community generally in
favour of Britain remaining in
the EU, but it is concerned about the
uncertainties which could
arise during a lengthy
referendum campaign

On this occasion the usual
judgements about the businessfriendliness, or otherwise, of a
government will be trumped by the
prospect of a referendum on EU
membership. Only the Conservatives
are promising an in-out referendum,
so unless they can achieve a majority,
perhaps with the support of UKIP, it is
unlikely to happen. Not only is the
business community generally in
favour of Britain remaining in the EU,
but it is concerned about the
uncertainties which could arise during
a lengthy referendum campaign, the
market jitters ahead of the recent vote
on Scottish independence illustrating
this point.

The Final
Reckoning
Stymied by ongoing economic concerns
and the need to satisfy his coalition
partners, George Osborne’s final budget
statement before the General Election
promised little and delivered less.
Mark Berrisford-Smith, Head of
Economics, UK Commercial Banking
HSBC Bank plc, picks through the details.

This latest Budget statement was
rather different from the usual run
of pre-election statements, which
typically involve the Chancellor of
the Exchequer pulling rabbits out of
the hat to woo the voters. Even if
the state of the public finances had
made such largesse possible, the
realpolitik of coalition government
meant that any measures which
George Osborne announced had
to be agreed to by a Cabinet made
up of both Conservatives and
Liberal Democrats.
It therefore followed the pattern of
recent Budgets and Autumn Statements,
with a long list of measures, most of

which will cost little or raise little, and
whose overall impact on the public
finances will be negligible. There were
plenty of titbits thrown in various
directions. These included well-trailed
measures, such as a further
increase in the Income Tax
personal allowance; a
reduction in the lifetime
pension allowance from
£1.25 million to £1 million;
and a promise to undertake a
thorough-going reform of
business rates. There was also
the customary collection of micro
measures targeted at a variety of
deserving causes, including
churches with leaking roofs,
orchestras, local newspapers, and

air ambulances. If the cut in excise
duty on beer is passed on by
publicans, a pint will cost all of 1p less;
but there was nothing for those who
prefer a glass of wine. Mr Osborne’s
apparent fondness for tinkering
with small details of the tax
system means that he is starting
to bear an uncanny
resemblance to one of his
predecessors: a certain Mr
G. Brown!
No Major Surprises
It’s true that there
were no major
surprises, such as the
radical reform of

pensions announced in March 2014,
or last December’s overhaul of Stamp
Duty Land Tax. The extension of
pension reform to those who’ve already
had to buy an annuity, and the
introduction of a new type of ISA for
first-time homebuyers, will both prove
popular among certain quarters of the
electorate, notwithstanding some
nervousness that the latter will simply
push up the prices which first-time
buyers have to pay.

extends to 2019/20, the measures
announced in this Budget will net the
Exchequer an additional £1.0 billion
in the first three years, and then give
back £1.5 billion in the following two
years. The main loser in all this will
be the financial sector, with banks
being tapped for another £4.4 billion
as a result of another increase in the
Bank Levy.

The introduction of a personal savings
allowance of £1,000 will also please
anybody who has scrabbled around
through various dog-eared scraps of
paper in order to record piffling
amounts of interest on their annual selfassessments. The only question that
might reasonably be posed is why such
an obvious and inexpensive piece of
tax simplification has taken
governments of all political persuasions
so long. Better still is the news that for
most people the chore of filling out the
self-assessment annual return will soon
become a thing of the past.

The constraints imposed by working in
a coalition did at least allow George
Osborne to paint himself as the
champion of fiscal rectitude, with the
windfalls generated by the changed
fiscal arithmetic being used to reduce
the debt burden rather than being
offered up in pre-election sweeteners.
Yet this Budget was still very political,
spelling out Osborne’s Conservative
vision of a Britain which ‘deals with its
debts’ and where ‘work pays’.

But when all the figures are added up
the change to the fiscal stance was,
once again, negligible. Over the fiveyear forecast horizon, which now

Political Message

He even allowed himself to indulge in
a flight of fancy, aspiring for Britain to
become the most prosperous major
advanced economy. Given that the
UK lags some way behind Germany
in terms of GDP per head, and a
long way behind the United States

During the coming year the
Treasury expects to raise
£9 billion from the sale of its remaining
stake in Lloyds Banking Group, with a
further £13 billion expected to be
realised from the disposal of assets
acquired as part of the nationalisations of
Northern Rock and of
Bradford & Bingley

and Canada, achieving this goal
would require consistently faster
economic growth, and by a
considerable margin, over at least
two decades. A worthy ambition
perhaps, but not one that is likely to
be achieved during Mr Osborne’s
political career.
The position in which he found himself
when preparing this Budget was not as
good as he would have hoped five
years ago. After all the task of restoring
the public finances to balance is still
only half done. But equally, the position
is a good deal better than it was two
years ago, when the economy had
done little more than flat-line for three
years. Partly this reflects an
improvement to the fiscal arithmetic
prepared by the Office for Budget
Responsibility (OBR), with falling oil
prices and lower inflation having cut the
assumed cost of servicing the
government’s borrowings.
But the OBR can be a fickle mistress,
and future chancellors may find – if for
instance the view on oil prices and
inflation were to swing upwards again
– that the OBR’s forecasts could
become less supportive.
In some respects though the fiscal
forecasts behind this Budget were fairly
cautious. Having been badly burnt by
over-optimistic growth forecasts in its
early days, the OBR has pencilled in
below-consensus GDP growth of just
2.5 percent for this year, with growth in
subsequent years out to 2019/20
forecast at a lukewarm 2.3 percent to
2.4 percent. The recent plunge in oil
prices is therefore not expected to
provide any significant fillip to growth
beyond this year.
The revised trajectory of the fiscal
forecasts also reflects the plans by the
government to sell a chunk of its
banking assets. During the coming
year the Treasury expects to raise £9
billion from the sale of its remaining
stake in Lloyds Banking Group, with a
further £13 billion expected to be
realised from the disposal of assets
acquired as part of the nationalisations
of Northern Rock and of Bradford &

Bingley. It is this windfall which
enabled the Chancellor to make the
politically-important assertion that the
ratio of debt to GDP will start to fall in
2015/16, as originally intended
when he presented his first
‘emergency’ Budget in June 2010.
The fall is marginal, but significant
nonetheless.
Rollercoaster Ride
These headline figures also reflect
significant changes to the profile of
government spending over the course of
the next Parliament. The OBR’s latest
forecasts imply a harsher squeeze on
spending during the first two years, but
after that an end to austerity and even
an increase in spending in 2019/20, a
year earlier than previously expected.
The Chancellor has also rowed back on
the aim of achieving a budget surplus of
£23 billion in 2019/20, which gave
rise to the politically-sensitive
observation that the ratio of public
spending to GDP would be the lowest
since the 1930s. Instead, Mr Osborne
plans to achieve a surplus of just £7
billion in 2019/20, thereby narrowing
the gap between the Conservatives
and Labour, which merely aims to
balance the current budget by the end
of the next Parliament.

The trajectory contained in the
OBR’s latest forecasts suggests that
the next two years will bring even
more austerity than anything that has
gone so far. But it says nothing about
how this might be achieved

The fiscal forecasts are of great interest
to economists, but they aren’t much use
for individuals and businesses who
want to know whether they will have to
pay higher or lower taxes, or whether
they will receive better or worse
government services and support. The
Chancellor’s recent statements have
been fiscally neutral: taking a bit with
one hand, and giving a bit back with
the other. Yet the OBR’s forecasts have

altered dramatically for the better in the
last year, not because of any actions
taken by the Chancellor, but because
of wider changes in the global
economic and financial landscape
which has fed through to new
underlying assumptions about bond
yields and inflation rates. Such wild
fluctuations are hardly helpful for any
government trying to shape policies on
public spending and taxation over the
lifespan of a Parliament.
All that we can be sure of is that the
budget deficit for the current fiscal year
will be around £90 billion. Continued
economic growth, low interest rates
and low inflation will all help to bring
down the deficit, but it’s not going to
go away without a further hefty dose of
austerity. The trajectory contained in
the OBR’s latest forecasts suggests that
the next two years will bring even more
austerity than anything that has gone so
far. But it says nothing about how this
might be achieved, with the Chancellor
reckoning on £12 billion of unspecified
welfare cuts and a further £5 billion
from anti-avoidance measures, which
leaves just £13 billion to be lopped of
departmental budgets. The Liberal
Democrats have signed up to the fiscal
trajectory, but would go about things
differently, while Labour is prepared to
risk a less stringent approach which

merely balances current expenditure by
2019/20 rather than the overall
budget. At this stage all we can do is
await more specific proposals from the
various election manifestos.
End-of-Term Report
After six Budgets and with the
general election just seven weeks
away, how should we assess the
record of George Osborne and of
this coalition government in
managing the nation’s economic and
fiscal affairs? It is undeniable that the
economy was in a pretty sorry state
when the coalition came to power in
2010, though it’s arguably a little
disingenuous of the Chancellor to
heap all of the blame on the previous
Labour administration. Certainly, things
might have been helped somewhat
had they ‘fixed the roof while the sun
was shining’, and the government was
already running a significant structural
deficit when the Great Recession
struck. Yet the Labour government no
more expected the roof to fall in than
did the rest of us, including Mr
Osborne. Had they known what was
in store for them, they no doubt would
have acted differently.
It’s also undeniable that repairing the
public finances has taken much longer
than the coalition government
intended. The austerity which was
supposed to last for one Parliament will
end up lasting for two. With the deficit
still at 5 percent of GDP in the fiscal
year just ending, the job is only half
done, and Britain is still running one of
the largest budget deficits among the
advanced economies.
But in the final reckoning the state of the
public finances isn’t everything. As the
election approaches the coalition will
point to an economy which has
expanded at a brisk rate for the past
two years, which has created jobs at a
blistering pace, and which is
demonstrating evidence of dynamism
and an entrepreneurial spirit. Clearly,
there are still some significant issues to
be addressed, with today’s near-full
employment having come at the cost of
greater job insecurity, alongside

reduced pay and prospects for many.
These issues, and many others, will no
doubt receive a thorough airing in the
forthcoming election campaign.
Among the humorous one-liners which
peppered this Budget statement was the
assertion that the county of Yorkshire
has seen more job creation than all of
France. And it is likely that governments
in many other advanced economies,
especially in the Eurozone, must be at
least a little envious of the UK’s position.
Their budget deficits may be smaller,
but they would surely swap them for
Britain’s faster growth, lower
unemployment, and greater all-round
dynamism. The figures for net migration
may be politically toxic in some
quarters, and an embarrassment to a
government which committed itself to
reducing the net inflow to less than
100,000 a year; but a net influx of
nearly 300,000 people during 2014
is also evidence of the UK’s relative
economic success.
Union Reacts
George Osborne’s “take nothing, give
nothing away” approach did not sit
well with the unions, however.
Commentating on the Budget
announcement, Steve Murphy General

Secretary of construction union UCATT,
said: “The Chancellor’s statement
confirms that austerity is here to stay in
the UK should the Tories be elected in
May. The proposed cuts of up to
£30bn to public services and welfare
will mean more pain to those that can
least afford it. There is precious little to
welcome for low paid workers and
those in vulnerable employment For
the Chancellor to have the audacity to
stand and boast that the economic plan
is working while 1 million people rely
on food banks, over 1m jobs in the UK
are Zero Hours, and twenty per cent of
all workers in the UK earning less than
the living wage aptly demonstrates the
contempt that the Tories have for
workers. Thankfully on May 7th
people will have the chance to remove
them from office.”

The Chancellor’s statement
confirms that austerity is here to stay
in the UK should the Tories be elected
in May. The proposed cuts of up to
£30bn to public services and welfare
will mean more pain to those that can
least afford it

All Talk
Talk of a slowing in house prices is
misleading and overstated according to
Stephen Rees, Head of Real Estate
Advisory at Coutts.

In recent weeks analysts have been
suggesting the pace of growth in
UK house prices will slow down this
year. Consensus forecasts suggest
around 4 percent growth in 2015,
down from 7.2 percent in 2014
(according to Nationwide). But we
think these estimates overstate an
expected drag from properties in
prime Central London, as the most
likely area to suffer from recent
changes to stamp duty.
We believe analysts are overemphasising the weighting in
London and the slowdown in prime
Central London. We see prime
Central London remaining flat this
year, with Greater London house
prices rising 4 percent and the rest
of the UK up 8 percent, as the latter
is helped by changes to stamp duty,
as well as a strong economy.
We believe many forecasts fail to
take into account that the overall UK
market is overwhelmingly dominated
by the other regions, and these
will be the main driver of price rises
this year for the UK housing market
as a whole. This leads us to predict
all-UK house-price growth for 2015
of 6-7 percent.

UCATT Welcomes
Labour Pledge
Construction union
UCATT has welcomed
the publication of
the Labour Party
Manifesto for
work “A Better
Plan for Britain’s
Workplaces.”

The commitments in the workplace
manifesto position the Labour
Party squarely in support of
working people. Progressive
policies outlined in the documents
which identify Labour support for
construction workers and their
families include:
- A full inquiry into Blacklisting that
is transparent and public
- Commitment to tackle all forms of
false self-employment in the
construction industry
- An end to exploitative Zero
Hours contracts
- Release of all papers relating to
the Shrewsbury 24 trials

- A review of workplace safety
arrangements including support
for occupational health
“Construction workers and their
families are being listened to by
Labour, this is shown by their
unstinting commitment to implement
policies that will address the
injustices faced by our members in
work today and of course in support
of those members that were cruelly
Blacklisted in the past. Labour has
also pledged to release all papers
regarding the Shrewsbury trials,
again a major step forward in
achieving justice for victims of what
UCATT believe to be a political
conspiracy. These actions can only
help inform our members in making
their decision to vote for change in
May and return a Labour government
that will stay true to values of fairness

and equality,” says UCATT General
Secretary, Steve Murphy.
“These detailed policies show that
Labour and Ed Miliband possess a
level of knowledge and
understanding about the need to
change the way the British economy
is run so that it acts in the interest of
all not just the privileged few at the
top. Ed has shown that he
understands the key issues in the
world of work that face our members
on a daily basis.
This workplace manifesto published
by Labour sets clear red water
between the choice for voters in this
General Election. It’s progressive
change under Labour or tax cuts for
the rich and more austerity for the
rest under the Tories.”

Construction Firms
Urged To
Switch To Save
Changing energy suppliers
seen as a hassle as many
businesses miss out on
benefits reaped by
switching-savvy enterprises.

Businesses in construction
are in the dark on energy
purchasing as new
research shows that nearly
half (41 percent) have
never switched suppliers or
tariffs, with over one in ten
(12 percent) not knowing
that switching is an option
for them. Nearly threequarters of SMEs (73
percent) in the construction
sector believe they pay too
much for their utilities and
an even higher number (81
percent) understand there
are savings to be made.

Following recent consumer switching
campaigns, the study, published by
one of the UK’s leading energy and
water consultancies, Utilitywise,
explores what construction businesses
know about energy switching and
found that despite feeling they pay too
much, there is a lack of understanding
about the options or perceived barriers
that stop them taking action.
Although 14 percent of businesses in
the construction sector switched in the
last year, many others avoided moving
to new suppliers and tariffs due to the
belief it is not worth the hassle (45
percent) and the return would not
outweigh the time it takes to organise
(21 percent).
When it comes to reasons why
business owners in the construction
sector are reluctant to explore
switching, many believe it will take
them too much time and effort:
• 30 percent fear costs and fees
attached to transferring to a new
supplier
• An increase of paperwork and forms
to fill in makes 46 percent of
businesses nervous
• One in five (20 percent) even
believe that switching will cause a
disruption to their energy supply and
that they may be left for a period of
time with no gas or electricity

Our teams are experts and can
advise on the best approach for energy
management - our flexible purchasing
team has saved our customers over £1.2
million in the last 12 months

team has saved our customers over
£1.2 million in the last 12 months with
an annual average of £55,000, while
our fixed contract team is saving
hundreds for customers on a regular
basis. We can take the hassle out of
switching and help businesses in the
construction sector manage their
energy better.”
Over half of businesses (60 percent) in
the sector reported that a feeling of
taking the power back into their hands
would encourage them to switch
energy suppliers, on top of a financial
motivation. A saving of £100 - £200
per year would be enough to
encourage 28 percent of businesses to
switch and nearly three quarters (71

“There has been much in the news
about domestic customers switching to
get better energy deals, which is
positive in terms of building a
competitive market place and
educating consumers about energy.
Businesses in the construction sector
can do the same and there are real
savings to be made. However, it is
daunting and more complicated for
commercial enterprises to navigate
switching as they may have a number
of sites, meters and different contracts
– this is where working with Utilitywise
can help,” says Andrew Richardson,
Deputy CEO of Utilitywise. “Our
teams are experts and can advise on
the best approach for energy
management - our flexible purchasing
Andrew Richardson, Deputy CEO of Utilitywise

percent) already believe they would
save up to £300 if they were to switch
in 2015.
For those construction businesses that
have saved or foresee saving money
through switching, 52 percent would
instead invest in better equipment for
the organisation, 32 percent would
inject the cash into additional benefits
for the staff and 22 percent would
focus on office upgrades.
Businesses can learn about the energy
options open to them through
switching and the benefits this can
bring by visiting:
www.utilitywise.com/no-hassleswitching/

Increase In
False Self-Employment
A Freedom of Information request by
construction union UCATT has revealed
a sharp growth in the use of the
Construction Industry Scheme in the last
full financial year. The increase in CIS is
a clear indicator of an increase in false
self-employment in the industry.

The HMRC confirmed that in
2013/14 there were 924,000
workers paid under CIS. This
compares with 849,000 workers
paid under the scheme in the
previous 12 months. The 9 percent
increase (75,000) in the use of
CIS came before much of the
industry had even begun to
recover from recession.
The 9 percent increase in the use of
CIS was substantially greater than
the entire increase in the construction
workforce. According to the Office
of National Statistics (ONS) the
construction workforce increased
from 1.984 million workers in March
2013 to 2.035 million workers in
March 2014. This was an increase
of 51,000 workers or 3 percent.
“This large rise in the use of CIS was
way beyond the total increase in the
construction workforce and

demonstrates that false
self-employment is out
of control in
construction,” says
UCATT general secretary Steve
Murphy. “Employers clearly believe
that they can falsely self-employ
workers and deny them basic
employment rights with impunity.”
The figures for the use of CIS for
2014/15 will not be available for
some time the figure is expected to
reduce as the Government
introduced new rules in April 2014,
which prevented agencies and
payroll companies (intermediaries)
from employing workers on a selfemployed basis.
Rather than begin to pay workers on
a standard PAYE basis following the
Government’s changes, many
agencies instead introduced the
umbrella company model which
results in the worker being charged

both employer’s and employees’
national insurance contributions (25
percent of eligible earnings).
“The huge increase in CIS coupled
with the sudden switch to umbrella
companies shows that employers will
use every trick in the book to avoid
paying workers properly. Employers
are lining their own pockets at the
expense of workers,” Murphy
concludes. “The only way to end
this culture is to abolish CIS and
create just two types of workers,
employees and the genuinely selfemployed.”
In 2012 UCATT estimated that false
self-employment in the construction
industry was costing the Exchequer
£1.9 billion per annum. The
principle beneficiaries are employers
who avoided paying £1.2 billion in
employer’s national insurance
contributions.

Construction union UCATT
have described the latest
results of the Health and
Safety Executive’s
construction inspection
programme “as appalling”.
The month long survey found
that 40 per cent of sites
visited were failing to
properly protect workers.
Danger levels were so bad on
20 per cent of sites that
immediate enforcement
action was required.

While the inspection regime was
particularly focused on health risks
the most common failing was the
failure to safely work at height. Last
year, half of all fatal construction
accidents were as a result of falls
from heights.
The failure to manage health risks was
also a significant factor with failings
found concerning the management of
asbestos, failure to prevent workers
exposure to dust, noise and vibration
and a lack of basic welfare facilities.
“These findings are simply appalling.
Time after time employers are putting
workers in danger. The HSE
inspections only touch a tiny fraction of
construction sites and most construction
workers never see an HSE inspector
unless a major accident has occurred,”
says UCATT head Steve Murphy.
“The HSE are uncovering basic and
straightforward safety breaches. It is
imperative that far greater emphasis is
applied to uncovering dangerous
construction practices and prosecuting
the guilty. Construction employers will
never improve safety unless they fear
being caught.”
UCATT’s concerns were exacerbated
by an online survey of its members
that also highlighted the safety
shortcomings that workers in the
industry continue to face.
Over 21 percent of respondents did
not believe that their employer took
their health and safety seriously. A
worrying 11 percent of members
who took the survey believed their
workplace had become more
dangerous in the last 12 months, with
55 percent of respondents saying
that there had been no improvement
in safety in the last year.
The three biggest safety concerns of
members were falls from heights,
concern about manual
handling/lifting and stress.
The survey also
highlighted
continued

With construction being the most
dangerous industry in the UK it
is revealing that 37 percent of
respondents reported that they or a
colleague suffered a workplace
accident in the last 12 months
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Not all survey
respondents
reported that they came into contact
with asbestos, 60 percent of
respondents reported their work
could result in them coming into
contact with asbestos. Where
workers did come into contact with
asbestos 63 percent believed it was
a major safety concern.
Where workers had reported that
asbestos was a potential issue at
work, a shocking 36 percent of
respondents recorded that they or
their colleagues had been exposed
to asbestos in the last 12 months. A
total of 38 percent of respondents
said that their employer did not have
adequate procedures in place to
prevent exposure to asbestos. Also
28 percent of members reported that
they did not believe that they had
received adequate training on
asbestos awareness and what to do
if asbestos was discovered.
Steve Murphy, General Secretary of
UCATT, said: “Asbestos kills
thousands of workers every year and
construction workers are now at the
greatest risk of being exposed to
asbestos. The results of our
survey show that employers
are persistently failing to
prevent workers being
exposed to asbestos, they

are playing Russian roulette with
construction workers lives.”
Despite it being a legal requirement
for an employer to supply workers
with Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), 8 percent of respondents said
that this was not supplied by their
employer. Where PPE was supplied
a further 15 percent reported it was
not regularly replaced and did not
meet their workplace needs.
With construction being the most
dangerous industry in the UK it is
revealing that 37 percent of
respondents reported that they or a
colleague suffered a workplace
accident in the last 12 months. Half of
these accidents resulted in the injured
person requiring time off of work.
The survey also demonstrated that
employers are failing to protect
workers who work outside and are
exposed to extreme weather (heat
and cold). A total of 46 percent of
respondents said that their employer
made no special provisions for them
working in extreme weather.
“The findings of this survey are
alarming and demonstrate that far
more needs to be done in order to
improve workplace safety. Employers
are playing fast and loose with the
safety of workers,” Murphy concludes.
“When considering these findings it
also must be remembered that in
general levels of safety are higher in
union organised workplaces.”
Over 750 UCATT members took part
in the survey.

Construction to Create
over
200,000 Jobs
by
2019
A resurgence of growth in the
regions and nations is driving a
strong construction comeback,
which is set to create more
than 200,000 construction
jobs and expand the sector
by up to 2.9% on average,
year-on-year, according to
new research released today
by the Construction Industry
Training Board (CITB).

CITB’s latest industry forecast, the Construction Skills
Network (CSN) report, predicts an increase of over
8,000 jobs per year on last year’s forecast with the annual demand
for workers increasing to 44,690. And for the first time since the
downturn, investment boosts in housing, leisure and infrastructure will
deliver growth in every region, casting aside perceptions of a
recovery driven only by the South East.

The annual forecast also
shows that:
• The UK’s private housing sector is set
to continue growing at a rate of 4.6%
over the forecast period to 2019, with
the commercial sector set to grow at the
same rate.
• A resurgence of growth and
employment in the north of England has
the potential to create an economic
power base in the region, with the North
West set to grow by 2.5%, the North
East by 2.3%, and Yorkshire and
Humber by 2.3% annually, over the
forecast period.
• The biggest regional growth will be
seen in Wales, which is predicted to
grow by almost 6% year-on-year and
create as many as 5,320 jobs in the
next five years.
• Scotland is expected to see a drop in
growth from 2% to 1.1% over the next
five years, as a result of completed
infrastructure projects associated with the
re-development of the M8 and the
Commonwealth Games, but
infrastructure investment remains at
historic levels.

Our CSN forecast shows
that construction is
experiencing a major comeback –
with a sustained period of growth
set to make a positive impact on
the wider economy. Leisure,
infrastructure and housing are all
driving growth, but this brings
with it new challenges
in meeting skills demand
says Steve Radley, CITB’s
Director of Policy and
Strategic Planning

“Employers will need to pull every
lever available to them to meet the
skills challenge they face but
government can play a vital role in
giving them the confidence to invest
in training for the long-term. CITB is
already identifying future skills needs
and working with government and
industry on the talent pipeline. But to
help it plan ahead, industry needs a
clear commitment from all political
parties in the run up to the General
Election that infrastructure projects
will be delivered on time and to plan
in the next Parliament. Government
can also help employers to develop
the next generation of workers by
sending out a clear signal that it will
make it as simple as possible for
companies of all sizes to invest in
apprenticeships.”

What is needed to kick start
apprentice training is strict
procurement rules across the public
sector which force employers bidding
for these contracts to
train apprentices

Sheffield Local Enterprise Partnership
and incoming chair of the National
Federation of Builders said, “After a
Simon Carr,
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Managing
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growth in the north of England.
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the northern regions not only has the
Member of the
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thousands of jobs
where they’re needed
the most and boosting
local economies,
The Construction Industry
having a profound
impact on the UK
Training Board is calling for:
economy in the
long term.”

• Continued commitment from all parties
to deliver the National Infrastructure Plan
• Renewed focus on improving the
quality and delivery of careers advice in
schools to attract the next generation of
construction workers.
• Government investment in the energy
efficiency and retrofit market, given the
anticipated future skills demand and the
UK’s pressing environmental targets.
• Industry and government to back
CITB’s industry-wide campaign to create
clear and accessible pathways into
construction for people from all
backgrounds.

But the need for
200,000 new jobs has
caused consternation at
industry union UCATT
which points to the
industry’s current skills
shortage and its
ongoing failure to
recruit and train
sufficient workers.
According to UCATT,
the industry is failing to
train anything like the
number of apprentices
needed to meet
growing demand. Latest
figures have revealed
that in 2013/14 just
8,030 apprentices

completed construction
apprenticeships. It is the fifth straight
year that the number of construction
apprentices has declined. In
2008/9 there were 18,980
apprenticeship completions, which at
the time was far below the number of
new entrants needed in the industry.
Steve Murphy,
General Secretary
of construction
union UCATT,
said: “These figures
show that
construction training
is in crisis. Not only is there nothing
like a sufficient number of
apprentices being trained but the
industry is unable or unwilling to
introduce measures to begin closing
the ever widening skills gap. What
is needed to kick start apprentice
training is strict procurement rules
across the public sector which force
employers bidding for these contracts
to train apprentices. Companies that
fail to train apprentices would be
barred from bidding. We need to
ensure that in the rush to increase
numbers the quality of training is not
further reduced. Construction
apprentices should always have the
opportunity of achieving a level 3
qualification and apprenticeships
must focus on workplace learning
supported by college education.”

If you wish to advertise in this magazine
please contact Neil Edwards on 020 8770 0111
or neil.edwards@buildersconf.co.uk

The information on BCLive league table comes
directly from The Builders’ Conference trade
association and can also be found on the front page
of their website www.buildersconference.co.uk
BCLive league table is merely a top level display of
which companies have won which contracts and
their relative values during February 2015 however
if you go to the website www.bclive.co.uk and click
on an individual business you can quickly view
what contracts combine to make the total, which
market sectors the contracts were won in and their
geographical location.
The Builders’ Conference trade association makes
every effort to ensure BCLive league table for main
contractors is a fair representation of the industry
however if your company has secured a project or
projects and you believe they have not made the
table then please telephone 020 8770 0111 or go
to www.buildersconference.co.uk press on the table
and in the top left hand of the screen you will find
a button where you will be directed to complete a
very simple form which is automatically forwarded
to this office upon submission.
Our address book has your name as a contact and
therefore we would be grateful if you could forward
this e-mail within your company to persons, who
may also find this information of interest and value.
Please do not hesitate in contacting this office
should you have any queries or require greater
in-depth analysis of the construction industry,
alternatively if you do not wish to receive this
digital information please send an email to
newsdesk@bclive.co.uk
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